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RESPONSE TO PROMOTERS' DOCUMENT - OBJ-1354 REB-2. 

 

REBARG 1;  

It takes Mr Smith 2 pages to try and cloud the fact that he agrees with us that: 

1) the A660 carries 4-5% of the total vehicles crossing the Leeds Central Cordon; 

2) the route attracts an unusually high proportion, compared to the Leeds average, of walkers 

and cyclists. 

WRA-102 was submitted solely to give factual support to these 2 points. 

 

 

REBARG 2;  

We have not had time to examine these arguments in detail.  To an extent, the Fruin LoS is only a tool 

to look at the matter of vehicle capacity. What is important is the comparison with buses.  Space and 

seat availability are key aspects of the experience of quality in a ride.  When the capacity of a trolley 

vehicle is calculated using the spaces allocated to seated and standing passengers on existing buses, 

and allowing for the irreducible spaces on the trolley needed for access, for the driver and for the 

swivel area, the capacity is no more than 50 seated and 80 standing, with no luggage space.  To put 

more passengers on board gives, at capacity loading, a worse experience for a greater proportion of 

passengers than on a fully loaded double-decked bus with 74 seated and 14 standing.  To give more 

space to seats and standees for the sake of quality of ride compromises capacity. 

[Currently, double decked buses carry a full load of 85-90, with 75 +/- 1 seated and some luggage space - and incidentally 

occupy only 60% of the road space required by a trolley.  The RouteMaster buses projected as New Bus for Leeds have 

a slightly lesser capacity because of the double stairs and multiple access points.]   
 

 

REBARG 3;  

Mr Smith clearly agrees on the restrictions of access we have identified.  Where we disagree is on the 

effects these will have for people and businesses in the locality.  Dr Dickinson will deal with this in 

some detail in his main presentation. 

 

 

REBARG 4;  

This is too complex a matter to have dealt with in the time available.  Dr Dickinson will be looking 
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at the parking problem in his presentation.  What we clearly agree on is that there will be a 

considerable reduction in casual parking availability, which remains to be quantified. 

 

 

REBARG 5;  

Mr Smith has correctly identified that there are errors in two lines of data in WRA-107, for which we 

apologise to the Inquiry.  What he has not identified is that the sets of data for the Hollin Road and 

Cottage Road junctions with A660 (which to us is here synonymous with the Otley Road, but which 

he chides us for omitting reference to) as they appear in our Table extract are juxtaposed.  The source 

of the mistake is fairly obvious, since the two lines in the original Table 10.3 in CD B-9 are contiguous 

whereas in our Table they are separated and the junctions re-listed according to their order southwards 

on the A660, or Otley Road.   

 

The important matters that Mr Smith has missed are, first, that the figure of 22 which he puts forward 

as a total can in no way be constructed directly from the data in the Tables.  At REB-2, para 2.27 Mr 

Smith says that the discrepancy - or difference - is due to different ways of reporting between the CD 

B-9 and his Proof: this reporting difference is nowhere specified.  The heading of the original Table 

is misleading, and if it were not for the fact that we were already in possession of the Police Accident 

Reports for this stretch of road we - and anyone else - might have been misled into thinking that each 

statistic reported was in fact a multiple number - or cluster - of individual accidents. 

 

The second point that Mr Smith has missed is rather more important, and was the central point in 

submitting WRA-107.  It is that, in attempting to portray the Weetwood Lane-A660 junction as a 

particularly dangerous one in order to justify its closure, accident data from a more than 500m stretch 

of road with 5 similar junctions has been conflated and made to appear due to the malfunctioning of 

only one of those junctions.  This seems to us an unacceptably elastic treatment of data.  Logically it 

should have resulted in closure on safety grounds of all junctions or, if only one, the one with the 

most accidents - at Glen Road. 

 


